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"
1

CHAIR ARAKAWA:
to order.

2
3

?:

4

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

(Gavel.)

Good morning, everyone.

Good afternoon.
Or good afternoon.

(Laughter by the Committee)

5
6

Let me call the Land Use Committee meeting

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Still trying to wake up.

We have three

7

items to discuss this afternoon.

Land Use Item 12,

8

which is a request from Curtis Deweese, Sunstone

9

Real Partners, LLC, for a Community Plan Amendment.

10

Land use No. 26, which is a bed-and-breakfast permit

11

to operate the House of Fountains B&B Home.

12

Land Use Item No. 33, a Conditional Permit for Wai

13

Ola Vacation Guest House.

And

With your permission, I would like to reverse

14
15

the order we have them listed.

16

convenience than anything else in presentation.

17

Okay?

18

order starting with Land Use Item No. 33?

Are there any objections in working this

No.

19

?:

20

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

21

It's more for

Okay.

Thank you very much.

This morning we have with us Councilmember

22

Dain Kane, Councilmember Robert Carroll,

23

Councilmember Riki Hokama, Councilmember Jo Anne

24

Johnson, Councilmember Michael Molina, and

25

Councilmember Wayne Nishiki.

Excused are
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1

Councilmember Charmaine Tavares and Council Chair

2

Pat Kawano.
We have Clayton Yoshida from Planning and

3

4

Richard Minatoya from Corporation Counsel.

And

5

Yvette Bantilan and David Raatz as our staff.
Starting with Land Use Item No. 33, which is

6

7

a Conditional Permit for Wai Ola Vacation Guest

8

House in Lahaina, we have -- there's a bill for an

9

ordinance granting Julie Ann Frank a Conditional

10

Permit to operate Wai Ola Guest House as a vacation

11

rental within the County R-3 Residential District

12

for property situated at 1565 Kuuipo Street,

13

Lahaina, Maui.

Tanna, you want to corne down.

14

. BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY

15
16

We have a testifier, Tanna Swanson.

MS. SWANSON:

Good afternoon, Council.

My name is Tanna

17

Swanson.

I am currently president of the

18

Bed-and-Breakfast Association and I'm here to

19

testify in behalf of Julie Frank and also Daniela

20

Clement, who happens to be out of town on vacation,

21

regarding her permit for her bed-and-breakfast, Wai

22

Ola House of Fountains.

23

Just to let the Council know that both of

24

these women have worked hard in the past several

25

years to not only run their businesses in a
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1

professional and outstanding manner, but have tried

2

in every means and down every avenue to get,

3

"legal."

4

workshops in the past, as some of you will remember,

5

and Julie has been present, Daniela has been present

6

both in helping us form the Bed-and-Breakfast Bill

7

that was passed, and they have done everything in

8

their power to perform to that bill.

They have worked hard.

When we had our

Julie, who is not even classified as an

9

10

advocate of all this, still goes the extra mile.

11

Has become a member of our organization and really

12

has kept the best interests of the community and our

13

association at the forefront of her operation.

14

would like to commend both of these women for coming

15

this far and proceeding and just recommend them

16

highly.

17

Thank you.

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Thank you.

18

Any questions for Tanna?

19

Thank you.

20

Anyone else want -- wishing to

testify?
. END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY

21
22

33

CONDITIONAL PERMIT FOR WAI OLA VACATION GUEST
HOUSE (LAHAINA) (C.C. No. 01-252)

23
24
25

So I

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Michele, would you like to come

down and make your presentation for Wai Ola.
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6

MS. CHOUTEAU:

Good afternoon, Committee members.

2

is Michele Chouteau.

3

Frank, the applicant, who is also here today.

My name

I'm the consultant for Julie

And we've prepared a Power Point presentation.

4
5

If you would like to just proceed directly with

6

that, we can go ahead.

7

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

8

MS. CHOUTEAU:

9

Please do.
Some of these slides are also in the

transmittal from the Planning Department in the

10

staff report.

11

is located just beyond where the old Chart House

12

Restaurant is, mauka of Honoapiilani Highway.

13

you were to turn up Flemming Road, make a left and

14

then a right, you can see there it's at the

15

intersection of Kuuipo Street and Malanai Street.

16
17
18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Here's a location map.

The property

If

Can everybody see the circle where the

property is?
MS. CHOUTEAU:

I believe a copy of this is also -- a hard

19

copy is also attached to the staff report, if that's

20

not clear enough.

21

The applicant is Julie Ann Frank, who is

22

proposing to operate Wai Ola Guest House with three

23

short-term rental units.

24

connected to -- all connected in the same

25

residential structure.

The three units are

The property is a little
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more than 10,000 square feet in size.

2

in the State Urban District designated Single Family

3

by the West Maui Community Plan and is zoned R-3

4

Residential District.

5

Just a couple of shots for you.

It's situated

And the

6

front entrance.

Again, the three short-term rental

7

units she's proposing are use of a one-bedroom

8

apartment that's 1,000 square feet in size, a studio

9

apartment that's roughly 500 square feet,

and the

10

Kuuipo room that's roughly 300 square feet.

11

applicant does reside full time on the property.

12

This is her full-time occupation.

13

is centrally located among the three guest units.

14

Even though each guest unit has a separate entrance

15

from the outside, two can also be accessed from the

16

inside, which she would use for housekeeping

17

purposes.

18

The

And her residence

She purchased the subject property in 1990

19

and started the B&B operation roughly in 1995.

20

that time she consulted with other B&B and vacation

21

rental operators who told her, and I'm sure you

22

heard this before, that you just need to get your

23

proper tax licenses, which is what she did.

24
25

At

Then when the effort came about a few years
ago to enact the B&B ordinance, she was very active
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1

in that.

2

apply strictly to her operation, she continued to be

3

involved with it to see if the B&B ordinance for

4

these types of operations would be expanded, and

5

since they haven't been, she proceeded with a

6

Conditional Permit application.

7

How that bill was finally adopted didn't

After we had submitted the subject

8

application, she was contacted by the County in the

9

"crackdown" that was initiated several months ago,

10

but this was after she had already initiated the

11

process that we're in right now.

12

And these are just some photo shots of the

13

interiors of the three different units.

14

to the bedrooms, there are some amenities, a

15

swimming pool that has a spa and jacuzzi attached to

16

it and a wet bar pool cabana outside in the

17

courtyard.

18

towels and so forth.

19

kitchens, the kitchens are equipped with plates and

20

so forth.

21

In addition

The rooms are equipped with linens and
The units that do have

She does give the guests gift packets upon

22

arrival, but doesn't do any sort of food service, no

23

prepared meals.

24

food and so forth.

25

She doesn't stock the kitchen with

There's a not very clear photograph of the
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pool and the little spa/jacuzzi that's taken from

2

the second-floor balcony looking down into the

3

interior courtyard.
As you saw from the location map, the

4

5

property is accessed from Honoapiilani Highway as

6

you turn up Flemming Road.

7

concrete parking spaces which have been approved by

8

the Public Works Department.

9

residential use, and one for each of her guest

10

There are five on-site,

Two for her

units.
The property is served by the County water

11
12

system and she does receive residential refuse

13

collection, but as the -- same as the other homes in

14

that subdivision, she has an individual wastewater

15

system.

16

Here's a slide that shows the two parking

17

spaces in the front.

18

car is parked there, but there's a side gate that

19

slides all the way out to access the interior

20

courtyard where the three parking -- the three guest

21

parking stalls are provided on the inside of the

22

courtyard.

23

You can't see it because her

The applicable land use regulations for this

24

operation, looking most strictly at the B&B

25

requirements, she does meet most of the B&B
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requirements, such as parking being provided on

2

site, fire extinguishers and smoke detectors being

3

mounted.

4

full-time residence.

5

and TAT tax licenses.

6

The horne and the property are her
She has her appropriate GET

And also according to the B&B bill on a

7

property of her size up to six units could be

8

allowed with a type 3 B&B permit.

9

couple of areas where she doesn't strictly meet the

But there are a

10

definition of a B&B, which is why we're going

11

through the Conditional Permit application process.

12

The application does meet those criteria

13

primarily that the proposed use is similar, related,

14

or compatible to the other uses permitted in the R-3

15

Residential District.

16

short-term residential use is similar, related, and

17

compatible to long-term residential use.

18

And our belief that

And also the application was unanimously

19

recommended for approval by the Maui Planning

20

Commission.

21

The operation makes a positive contribution

22

to the visitor industry.

As part of your packet

23

there are copies of testimonies from many of her

24

guests indicating that they would definitely return,

25

that they loved her hospitality.

The proposed use,
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1

again,

is compatible to the permitted uses in the

2

zone.

We have not heard of any negative impacts on

3

public services from the agencies that have reviewed

4

the application.

5

self-sufficient and self-employed while she

6

generates tax revenues and also helps to generate

7

businesses -- business for Maui shops, restaurants,

8

and other attractions and activities.

And it also enables her to be

She's also supported by her neighbors.

9

Also

10

in your book are three letters of support from some

11

of her neighbors.

12

maintained, very compatible with the neighborhood.

13

She's a member of the Maui Chamber of Commerce, the

14

Visitors Bureau, the Better Business Bureau, the B&B

15

Association.

16

B&B criteria.

17

the operation's compatibility to the neighborhood

18

providing appropriate regulation for the use.

19

again, it was unanimously supported by the Maui

20

Planning Commission.

21

Her property is beautifully

She -- The operation conforms to the
And the application would also ensure

And,

That's a little bit better, more clear

22

photograph of the courtyard with the swimming pool

23

and the spa/jacuzzi.

24

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

25

MS. CHOUTEAU:

Okay.

Are you done, Michele?

Yes, thank you.
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1

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Planning Department, any comments?

2
3
4

5
6

Thank you.

MR. SPENCE:

Mr. Chairman, we don't have any comments

unless some of the members have questions.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

8

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

What is our legal definition of a

short-term rental, Mr. Minatoya?
MR. MINATOYA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

It's six months or less.
So day-to-day rentals is -- falls

under that definition?

14

MR. MINATOYA:

15

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

17

Question.

Mr. Hokama.

11

13

That's correct.
Any further questions?
Yeah, please, Chairman, if you

don't mind.

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.
The presentation showed service by

20

residential refuse.

21

County providing residential refuse service?

22

No

questions?

7

10

Council Members, questions?

MR. SPENCE:

If this a business, why is the

I thank you, Mr. Hokama.

I can't answer that

23

directly.

We have never received -- but we have

24

never received comments from Public Works or any

25

other agency regarding refuse pickup from a vacation
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1

rental or bed-and-breakfast.

2

expressed that concern before.

3

MS. CHOUTEAU:

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Nobody has ever

Mr. Chairman.
Chairman, can you ask maybe Mr.

5

Raatz if he can get a quick comment from Public

6

Works?

7

fine.

8

consistently.

9

on businesses would be provided by commercial pickup

10
11

I just want to know if we're treating them
I always thought the Code was clear

and not the County's residential program.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

We'll have David make a call.

If I may, Michele, you had a comment?

12
13

If we treat all B&Bs the same way, that's

MS. CHOUTEAU:

Julie mentioned -- just mentioned to me

14

that she actually has two accounts with the County

15

for residential refuse pickup.

16

residential use, but she has two accounts so she

17

does pay twice for the service.

18

clearly answer your question, but she is seeking to

19

pay for the service that she's getting for the

20

operation.

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

22

Chairman.

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Please do.

It's still

That may not

If I may continue, Mr.

And we will -- it's a good

24

question that you're bringing up because that's

25

never come up before, to my knowledge.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

2

Michele,

Thank you, Chairman.
for your client, Ms.

Frank, earlier

3

testimony stated that they participated in the

4

development of the B&B ordinance.

5

why she comes to us now instead of earlier?

6

MS. CHOUTEAU:

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

8

9

Is there a reason

After-So we can just understand, you

know, why she's before us today.
MS. CHOUTEAU:

After the B&B bill was adopted,

it applies

10

to very specific types of operations.

And at the

11

time it was the Council's intent to set that aside

12

and then continue with vacation rentals, for

13

example,

14

live in or near being one extreme, and then

15

operations like this in the middle.

16

B&B bill applies to just the Residential and

17

Business Districts right now.

18

the Ag. or the Rural Districts.

19

was waiting to see if that would be expanded, which

20

it will ultimately,

21

bill was adopted

someone who rents a home that they don't

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

23

MS. CHOUTEAU:

I suppose.

And, also, the

It doesn't apply to
And she essentially

But after the B&B

Jumping the gun, hey?

-- the Council moved on to the Rural bill

24

and then the Ag. Bill and just never got back to

25

expand -- or chose not to expand the B&B usage.
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1

so she was waiting to see if her type of operation

2

would be addressed by some sort of ordinance.

3

when it became clear that that was going to be some

4

time in the future,

5

really the only type of permit available to her.

6

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

And

she went ahead with it, which is

If I may comment a little bit on that,

7

since we worked on the B&B bill.

When we looked at

8

this rental problem, we looked at several different

9

avenues and different things we need to do with it,

10

and we took very specific portions of it and started

11

working on it, but it was really complicated.

12

that notwithstanding, the permit that she's asking

13

for right now would cover all of the outstanding

14

areas that would legalize her.

15

such time as we actually created the bill, she

16

wouldn't have been applying.

17

according to what should be done, and that is to

18

come in and get the permit.

19

COUNCI1MEMBER HOKAMA:

Yeah.

If she waited until

So she's doing this

I appreciate Ms. Frank's

20

coming forward and trying to get her

21

approval.

22

still the right thing to do.

23

But

You know, regardless when,

her
I think it's

Michele, you know, if you are aware or if,

24

you know, you may ask your client, Ms. Frank, to

25

comment, and, again, I just referred to this July
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1

8th letter -- and, you know,

2

people who don't sign letters, but it's part of the

3

record in our attachment.

4

of those who oppose this permit request made aware

5

to your client their concerns?

6

to your client?

7

a way to mitigate concerns or --

8

9
10
11

MS. CHOUTEAU:

I have problems with

What is the main concern

They never did talk

They never asked to see if there's

Not that she has been made aware of or I've

been made aware of through this process or even
prior to this process.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So even today, your client has not

12

been contacted to try and work out some of the

13

concerns that's presented in written testimony.

14

MS. CHOUTEAU:

Correct.

And actually we only saw that

15

letter for the first time last week when the

16

Planning Department staff showed it to us.

17

the first time --

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

That was

Because it's dated July 8th, so I

19

would assume that -- This wasn't made aware to you

20

during Planning Commission's deliberations?

21

MS. CHOUTEAU:

I believe it -- it was received by the

22

Planning Department either the day of the public

23

hearing or right after the public hearing.

24

that wasn't brought up at the Planning Commission,

25

that hadn't been -- I don't believe that was made
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1

part of the record during the Planning Commission's

2

deliberations.

3

the Planning Department and made its way to the

4

file.

5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

6

MS. CHOUTEAU:

I don't believe it was received by

Okay.

So it didn't corne up at the Planning

7

Commission.

And since then the first time we saw it

8

was last week, and we didn't hear from them

9

directly.

I don't even know if we have an idea of

10

who they are.

11

people.

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

If it is one person, two people, five

Well, they use plural words like

13

"we are," and "residents," you know, unfortunately

14

there's no names attached, but I just was wondering

15

if your client was made aware of the concerns that

16

made somebody or some -- you know, a group of people

17

to send this testimony in for the record.

18

complaints you're aware of either by Police?

19

Department?

20

MS. CHOUTEAU:

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

22

23

Any other
Fire

No.
Okay.

Thank you.

One more for Planning Department, please,
Chairman.

24

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Go ahead.

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Will, in the testimony they mention
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1

that there's another B&B on Ainakea Street in this

2

residential district.

3

mile away?

4

Or there is an operation, but it's not legally

5

recognized yet?

6

MR. SPENCE:

Yes.

Are we talking like half a

One mile away?

Or there's no other B&B?

Thank you, Councilman Hokama.

Tanna

7

Swanson, who previously testified earlier is the

8

owner, and how far --

9

MS. SWANSON:

(Inaudible) block.

10

MR. SPENCE:

So about half a block away.

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

12

MR. SPENCE:

So we're talking, what,

Probably in that vicinity.

400 feet?

And just to add

13

to the comments about complaints and vicinity and

14

all of that, we have not received any complaints

15

about either

16

for this one letter, this one anonymous letter,

17

haven't received any phone calls or any other

18

letters regarding either of the operations.

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

actually, either operations.

Okay.

Except
I

Thank you.

Ms. Chouteau, your client has no problem with

21

fulfilling the requirements of Public Works

22

regarding the gravel driveways and whatnot that are

23

comments from our director?

24
25

MS. CHOUTEAU:

No problem.

She's actually been complying

with that for quite a while, so she has no problem
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1

continuing with it and it being a condition.

2

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

3

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

We do have Public Works Director here.

4

Would you like to hear his comments or ask him your

5

question, Councilmember Hokama?

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you, Chairman.

Mr. Goode, one of the questions I asked --

7
8

first asked and thank you for coming right away,

9

was:

Does the County provide residential -- I guess

10

it would be -- Do we pick up commercial or business

11

refuse under B&Bs and whatnot type of designation?

12

Have you considered

13

commercial business in a residential neighborhood or

14

in a single-family dwelling.

15

Department approaches those situations?

16

MR. GOODE:

I guess we're looking at a

How do you -- your

Mr. Chairman, Councilman Hokama, we would look

17

to the provisions of the Code for refuse collection,

18

that's Chapter 804, and if I may, the 804.040 sets

19

out the Department shall collect refuse from all

20

residential units on real property fronting public

21

highways and so on and so forth, and that it has to

22

be paid for.

23

units under this section of the Code is any

24

building, structure, or part thereof used for

25

residential purposes except for multi-family

And so the definition of residential
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1

dwelling units.

Under multi-family, you have to

2

have at least three or more separate units like with

3

kitchen and the whole nine yards.

4

the primary activity looks residential and acts

5

residential, we would consider it a residential

6

account and pick it up.

So for us, since

I might add that we have extended that same

7
8

philosophy to the Fire Department where they have

9

one kitchen feeding fire fighters,

so they generate

10

too much trash, so they pay as an account and we

11

pick them up.

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Let's say this applicant today, Ms.

13

Frank, is granted her Conditional Permit, Council

14

makes its approval next meeting, you would still

15

consider this address a residential account?

16

MR. GOODE:

Yes, I would, under this definition.

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you.

I don't -Oh, I know, wait.

Continue.
One more, please, Chair.

Go ahead.
Thank you.

You know, the way I

24

read your testimony, David, someone from your

25

Department did make an on-site and I think it's
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1

great that your department takes on-site inspections

2

before their comments are provided to us.

3

a problem with people just making driveways and

4

parking allover our County easements and

5

right-of-ways?

6

MR. GOODE:

In general, yes.

Is there

Our -- we have driveway

7

standards and typically you should have one driveway

8

per lot.

9

have, you know, the whole front of the lot just

There are a number of older lots that

10

happens to be open and available.

11

would rather see a single point of entry rather than

12

using the whole frontage as a driveway.

13

But in general we

So in some of the applications we have seen

14

for B&Bs, because they're in older neighborhoods, we

15

have pointed this out.

16

have done a pretty good job of complying with trying

17

to have a single point of access and getting all the

18

automobiles on their property.

19
20

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

And to date most of them

Thank you very much.

Thank

you, Chairman.

21

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Molina.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair.

23

Question for Michele regarding the July 8th letter.

24

First of all, I don't give much credence to unsigned

25

letters.

Since you received the letter, you did
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1

have your client check with the neighbors as to who

2

might have sent this?

3

MS. CHOUTEAU:

We only saw a copy of the letter last week.

4

So in that time, no, we didn't make an attempt to

5

talk with neighbors or go door-to-door in the

6

neighborhood, no.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

I just bring this up because I'm

8

concerned that -- I hate to see, should this B&B

9

license be approved, that Ms.

Frank's property gets

10

subject to any harassment from the neighbors or

11

vandalism, et cetera.

12

statement or comments on this matter, Mr. Chair.

13

Thank you.

14

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

So okay.

I just -- that's my

And, Councilmember Molina,

just for

15

clarification, this is a Conditional Use Permit, so

16

therefore this is a one-year renewal process.

17

there are any problems that come up within the one

18

year, when they come to reapply, then the Council

19

that is there gets to readjust.

20

to work this year by year.

21

business for quite some time.

22

If

So you sort of have

It's been an existing

Julie Frank was very instrumental in

23

discussing the B&B process.

So they are really

24

trying to find a way and they worked with the

25

Council very hard to try and create ways to become
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1

legal.

And, you know,

I really have to appreciate

2

the fact that this applicant and the applicant that

3

will be coming next spent a lot of time and Tanna

4

spent a lot of time discussing with us how to try to

5

make the whole industry legal.

6

of their way to do it and they were getting a lot of

7

discussion at the time about whether or not it

8

should be.

9

they could have just continued what they were doing

They were going out

And they didn't ever have to do that,

10

and just let it go.

11

extraordinary effort to try and make their process

12

legal.

13

time.

14

But they went through an

Again, this is a one-year permit at this

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah.

I, too, can appreciate the

15

Franks for coming over to apply for the license.

16

guess my concern is more for the safety of the

17

property.

18

anonymous letters, I don't know,

19

be a hidden message in there.

20

things, you know, without wanting to be accounted

21

held accountable for it.

22

that up.

23

compliance with the applicant's request.

24
25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I

And just for me, when I see people send
I think there may

People tend to do

So that's why I just bring

But it looks to be a lot of things are in

And, again, it's been a -- it's been in

existence for some time now and they haven't had
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that problem.

2

Wayne.

3

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

It could be because a lot
you

4

of these people don't want to raise hell as

5

know, people that have been born and raised here

6

don't tend to do that.

7

Mr. Chairman.

8

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

But I have got a question,

Continue.
Of staff.

Have you checked around

10

the neighborhood to see how many B&Bs are coming up

11

or are operating?

12

notification?

13

Conditional Use Permit?

14

MR. SPENCE:

And what is the requirement for

Is there any notification on a

Thank you, Councilman Nishiki.

I have --

15

well, obviously personally when I go through a

16

neighborhood and I look at the operation in question

17

here,

18

bed-and-breakfasts.

19

look any different than other homes in the area.

20

They don't have special signs or anything of the

21

sort, so it's difficult to tell.

22

notice that probably anyway.

23

I don't really look for other

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And most of the time they don't

Yeah.

So I wouldn't

You've been with us, Will,

24

so you know that kind of answer is kind of

25

unacceptable.

Let me ask you a question in this
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1

manner.

2

they were going to encourage their members to come

3

forward so that they would be legitimatized.

4

have had complaints and also concerns raised by

5

different neighborhoods that don't want their areas

6

inundated by these kinds of operations.

7

Council, I think, in its integrity asked the

8

Department to look into how many operations are

9

there.

10

We have been told by the association that

We

And the

I think even in the law we have -- you know,

we have I think notification in there.
So my question is:

11

Was there notification

12

and did the neighborhood or the neighbors that -- if

13

there is a notification ordinance, how many people

14

responded?

15

500 feet?

First that is there notification within

16

MR. SPENCE:

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

18

MR. SPENCE:

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

20

21
22
23

Yes, there is.
Okay.

500 feet from the property.
And so were these sent out?

Yes, they were.
And how many people were included

in the notification?
MR. SPENCE:

Give me just a moment.

I sure have a lot of

return receipts here.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Are you the responsible Department

24

or is it the applicant that is responsible for the

25

notification and receiving of the notification?
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1
2

MR. SPENCE:

The Planning Department is responsible to

make sure that notification is sent out.

3

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

4

MR. SPENCE:

And that it was sent out to everyone within

5

500 feet.

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

7

Okay.

Okay.

So how many -- Were you the

person individually responsible?

8

MR. SPENCE:

Yeah.

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

So how many were sent out?

If you give me a second, I'll count.

10

MR. SPENCE:

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Thank you.

And could you give me

12

the nature of the application as far as what is

13

worded when you sent out this application?

14

Someone's coming in for a Conditional Permit?

15

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Michele, do you have a copy of the letter?

16

Perhaps while Will is counting, you can read that

17

for Councilmember Nishiki.

18

MS. CHOUTEAU:

There were approximately 115 properties

19

within a 500-foot radius.

20

sent out certified mail, return receipt requested.

21

And the addresses are taken from the Real Property

22

Tax Office, so it's whoever is a recorded owner or

23

recorded lessee of the property, even if they are

24

multiple owners, they all get notified.

25

The notice needs to be

And I can give you the copy -- a form that
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1

the Planning Department provides that we fill out,

2

give back to the Planning Department, they fill in

3

the hearing dates and return it, and then we mail it

4

out with a location map.

5
6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

So I would be happy to --

So it's just notification and not

saying, are you in favor or against?

7

MS. CHOUTEAU:

Correct.

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

MS. CHOUTEAU:

It's notifying them.
Just notifying the adjacent

Notifying them of the property, the

10

proposed use, and the public hearing date.

11

number where they can call for information and

12

provide written or verbal testimony.

13
14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Give a

It doesn't say whether or not you

are in favor or not?

15

MS. CHOUTEAU:

No.

16

MR. SPENCE:

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

18

MR. SPENCE:

No, it does not.
Okay.

It's simply a notification and a location

19

map, a location of where the -- whichever project it

20

is.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

22

MR. SPENCE:

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

And I counted 130 names real quick.
Yeah.

You know, this is the first

24

time I have asked this question because I was

25

curious what is being sent out in the notification,
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1

Mr. Chairman.

And I think that being that this is

2

or should be a question that maybe this Council

3

should look at.

4

and, of course, they're going to go, well, nobody is

5

asking me whether I am for or not.

6

being asked.

7

it's really hard for us to gauge within the

8

neighborhood what the person really feels or not.

9

think maybe this subject matter should be examined

A lot of times people receive this

And it's not

It's just notifying the person.

10

by this Council as far as the contents of this

11

notification form.

So

I

That's all I have to note.

Did you get any response, by the way, Will,

12
13

whether anybody indeed said we're for or against or

14

asked you, well, what are you asking besides telling

15

us that this is coming up?

16

MR. SPENCE:

We did get -- as Michele has already noted,

17

we did get those three letters from neighbors that

18

were in support.

19

lives right next door.

20

anonymous letter that we have discussed previously.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

22

MR. SPENCE:

One of them was -- noted that he
And then we got that

Yeah.

And that is the sum total of all letters and

23

phone calls, et cetera, that we have received on

24

this project.

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

And this -- I wouldn't say
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1

it displeases me, Mr. Chairman, but I think that we

2

need to look at this process.

3

if 115 were sent out and we received only four back

4

whether you're for or against, this doesn't give

5

any -- for what we're looking for,

6

of this notification issue that we raised, this

7

doesn't give us any indication of whether someone is

8

for or against this project.

9

need to reexamine what is being sent out.

Because, obviously,

you know, because

And I just think we
Maybe it

10

should so state whether you are for or against or

11

whether you have any concerns.

12

input.

13
14
15

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

That's my 25 cent

Thank you, Council Member.

Councilmember Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I think many of the local people

16

that live in the area, because I know a lot of them

17

personally, they don't have a problem with this

18

operation.

19

directly across from it, the Kukahiko family, they

20

have parties that, believe me, are a lot more noisy

21

than what goes on, you know, over at Julie's place.

22

So I think that it's a neighborhood of a lot of

23

people that seem to get along very well.

24

think if there was a concern, they certainly would

25

have let Julie know about it before this time.

It's very low key.

The people that live
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1

And I can understand why Wayne is asking the

2

question that he is asking, but in this particular

3

case, I think the community does not have a problem

4

with it and she's been a good neighbor.

5

all, you know, really known that she's been there

6

for a long while.

7

right across from the Kukahiko's, where I have gone

8

to parties, and I really think that it's a

9

neighborhood that works.

They have

I've been to the place.

It's

10

So I don't know who sent this letter, but I

11

don't think it was one of her immediate neighbors.

12

I think it was just a general comment about somebody

13

that probably is opposed to this kind of thing.

14

Because most of the people that live in that area

15

wouldn't do something like that.

16

straight to her and say she's -- they have a

17

problem.

18

They would just go

That's the way the neighbors are.

So I support this and I think that she's

19

doing a very good job.

20

people would really support these kinds of small

21

business operations and try to legitimize

22

themselves.

And I wish that many other

Thank you.

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Molina.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Your recommendation, Mr. Chair.

The Chair recommends approval of the
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1

Conditional Use Permit.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

CHAI R ARAKAWA:

So moved.
Second.

It's been moved by Councilmember Molina,

5

seconded by Councilmember Johnson to approve the

6

Conditional Permit for Wai Ola Vacation Guest Homes.

7

Discussion?

8
9

Councilmember Nishiki.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

I just want the subject

matter of how Conditional Use Permits are being

10

processed through the Department looked at as an

11

adjacent concern on this matter.

12

you have 115 sent out and only four responses, we

13

can only speculate what the other 111 are thinking.

14

And personally I don't -- I didn't get either yes or

15

no, but that doesn't mean that it's yes as far as

16

I'm concerned.

17

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I think that when

Thank you.

Councilmember Nishiki, we can do that.

We

18

can put the item in Committee for discussion.

19

you like to generate a letter explaining exactly

20

what you wish to discuss so that it can be moved to

21

the appropriate Committee?

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

24
25

Okay.

Would

I'll do that.
Thank you very much.

Any other discussion?

If not, all those in

favor say aye.
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COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

2

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

3

VOTE: AYES:

4
5
6

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :
MOTION CARRIED.

Opposed?

Motion carried.

Councilmember Carroll, Hokama, Johnson,
Kane, Molina, Nishiki, and Chair
Arakawa.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Kawano and Tavares.

7

FIRST READING of bill.

ACTION:
8

9
10
11

CHAIR ARAKAWA:
MS. FRANK:

26

Congratulations, Julie.

Thank you.

BED AND BREAKFAST PERMIT TO OPERATE THE HOUSE
OF FOUNTAINS B&B Home
(C.C. No. 01-222)

12
13

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

We will now move on to Land Use Item No.

14

26, the bed-and-breakfast permit to operate the

15

House of Fountains Bed-and-Breakfast Home.
Do we have anyone here who wants to testify

16
17

on Item No. 26?

18

Colleen.

19

MS. SUYAMA:

If not, Planning Department?

We do have a video of the subject

20

bed-and-breakfast home for you to see what it looks

21

like.

22

which is on the left-hand side at the intersection.

23

The house is on the left-hand side approximately the

24

second house where, you know those pine trees that

25

are located in front.

This is going up the street to Lokia Street,

As you go down the street,
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1

this is looking at the driveway entry to the

2

two-story home.

3

The parking is basically in the front of the

4

property and there's enough stalls to accommodate

5

the bed-and-breakfast.

6

the house is where the owner/operator lives.

7

part of the main dwelling.

8

street side.

9

accommodate their clients.

This two-story portion of
It is

This is looking up the

They do have enough parking to
Basically you don't see

10

very many people parking out on the street side.

11

And this is looking back from the property towards

12

the street.

13

neighborhood.

14

residential home.

15

Okay.

It is essentially a residential
The house still looks like a

This is looking inside of the

16

residence, it's the living room area, which is used

17

as part of the bed-and-breakfast.

18

dwelling and there is a single-family dwelling and a

19

kitchen that is part of the owner's home.

20

looking into the kitchen area.

It is part of the

This is

21

They have two bedrooms on the lower floor and

22

another four bedrooms on the upper floor that's used

23

as part of the bed-and-breakfast.

24

requesting six rooms as a Type 3 bed-and-breakfast

25

operation that requires Council approval through

They're
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resolution.
We did hold a public hearing on this project

2
3

in December of 1998.

The Commission deferred action

4

on the application pending them resolving the issue

5

of the cesspool for this existing residence and

6

whether it needed to be upgraded.

7

almost two years to resolve the issue with the

8

Department of Health.

9

is that all the necessary building permits were

It took them

Finally what it came down to

10

issued for the existing residence and the amount of

11

rooms that were part of the residence and therefore

12

it became a nonconforming structure.

13

not have to be -- they were not required to upgrade

14

the home.

15

So they did

It does have a recreational area in the back

16

of the home, which is a swimming pool.

17

looking down from the second floor.

18

That's

At the public hearing we did not hear --

19

receive any oral testimony.

20

letter of opposition from one of the surrounding

21

neighbors, and that was included in the staff

22

report.

23

home, which is basically landscaped with a deck and

24

a swimming pool.

25

interior of the home, which is part of the

We did receive one

This is looking at the rear portion of the

This is just looking within the
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bed-and-breakfast.

2

part of the single-family residence.

3

separate unit.

4
5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

7

RECONVENE:

8

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

2: 18 p.m.

Call the meeting back to order.

Thank you

very much.
Any questions for Colleen?

10
11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

Recess.

2:17 p.m.

RECESS:

14

It's not a

We're going to take a -- about a 30-second

recess to move the TV.

6

9

And as you can see, it is all

Yeah, question.

Councilmember Nishiki.
I can't find that one dissension,

but what was the dissension?
MS. SUYAMA:

Were they specific?

Basically the person was opposed to all

16

bed-and-breakfasts, and he was opposed to this one,

17

which is within his neighborhood.

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Thank you.

If I may continue?

19
20

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Nishiki.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Have -- are you familiar with how

22

many more bed-and-breakfasts are operating in this

23

area?

24

rentals.

25

MS. SUYAMA:

Either that or long-term?

Or short-term

I am only aware of this one on this street.
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1

However, the last bed-and-breakfast you just

2

reviewed on Kuuipo Street, it's about two streets

3

above that street.

4

residential neighborhood.

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

6

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

7

8
9

10

So it's within the same

Thank you.

Did you find the letter, Wayne, the Ed

Okubo letter?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Let me ask you this, Colleen.

Were the 500-foot neighbors also notified?
MS. SUYAMA:

Right.

There was a Notice of Application

11

that was sent out to the owners within 500 feet.

12

Mr. Okubo was the only one that responded with a

13

letter of testimony.

14

any calls from anyone, you know,

15

information.

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And the office did not receive
requesting

What does -- what does the

17

notification say?

18

they have got six rooms that they're going to use,

19

and what else?

20

specifically for response, are you?

21

MS. SUYAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

23
24
25

That these guys are coming in and

That's it?

You're not asking them

What they're asking is -No.

What do you say when you

mail -MS. SUYAMA:

Basically we're telling them that there is a

bed-and-breakfast permit that is coming into the
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1

Department for review.

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

3

MS. SUYAMA:

4

Uh-huh.

There is a location map that talks about

where the property is located.

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Right.

6

MS. SUYAMA:

7

case,

8

any information relative to this bed-and-breakfast

9

can be obtained from the Planning Department.

How many rooms are going to be used.
it was six bedrooms were proposed.

In this

And that

We

10

give our address as well as our phone numbers where

11

people can contact the Department.

12

that testimony relative to this request may be

13

submitted in writing to the Maui Planning Department

14

at 250 South High Street.

15
16
17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

There is also

We give them our address.

Any testimony.

So you don't ask

whether you're for or against?
MS. SUYAMA:

No.

We just say any testimony, and then we

18

do say that the notice owners and lessees of record

19

may file a written protest against the proposed

20

bed-and-breakfast home with the Planning Director

21

provided that all protests must be postmarked or

22

received within 45 days of the mailing of this

23

Notice of Application.

24

they want to protest, they have this time period by

25

which they can file their protest.

So they are -- it says if
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1
2
3

MR. NISHIKI:

Thank you very much.

That was more thorough

and informational.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Would you like the Department to provide

4

you with copies of some of the bed-and-breakfast

5

some of these notification applications?

6
7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

We're going to do that.

That's what you've asked me to do.

8

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

10

No.

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Right.

No.

But--

So when I asked

What I'm saying is prior to you writing

11

that letter, if you would like, we can ask the

12

Department to provide you some of these notification

13

letters so that you can have an idea of what they

14

actually send.

15
16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

MS. SUYAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

No.

Only one.

No, no.

One.
The form that they're sending out

to notify the people.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

23

I don't think you received

many, did you, in response back?

17

20

Yeah.

Yeah.

That's what I'm asking you if you want the

Department to give you some of those form letters.

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Please.

Clayton, can you provide Councilmember
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1

Nishiki with some of those letters?

2

general notification letter so he has an idea of

3

what information they're putting in there.

4

MS. SUYAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Just the

To notify.
You know, and further than that, I

6

don't know whether any of these operations are being

7

sold and, therefore, may jack up the cost of

8

adjacent property owners.

9

if one is -- has such a property and is generating

I mean, you know, if --

10

income through this, Mr. Chairman, they can show

11

that this so-called property is worth, who knows, a

12

half a million dollars because of this special

13

condition that they are able to use their property

14

for.

15

how the Department of -- our tax people are charging

16

these people property taxes, and what the adjacent

17

property owner who may be just there that is going

18

to live and die there is being charged.

19

know how much impact, but I would like to see what

20

kind of impact it has.

Just as an aside matter,

21

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I would like to see

I don't

Okay.
So, again, as a side matter,

I

23

would like to see that.

Because if somebody is

24

saying, hey, I own this, I got it up for sale, and

25

you can make a hefty income, they can ask for more.
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1

And then the guy next door that's just using his

2

house or her house just to live in gets impacted, if

3

that is how the Property Tax Division is treating

4

these people.

5

people that have had to leave their oceanfront

6

properties because of high taxes, whether it be in

7

Paia, wherever.

8

elected officials, we would want to see this, also.

9

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

So just as a -- we have had many

Okay.

I'm sure that as responsible

We can look into that.

If I

10

remember some of the discussion that we had when we

11

were doing the B&B, that came into play, and there

12

was a business type -- they had to pay all their TAT

13

and all the other types of taxes that were

14

associated with this, so sort of got to a higher tax

15

bracket.

16

the home exemption on taxes, also.

17

And I'll check, but I think they also lost

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah, but that's not what -- these

18

people, that's fine, because they can do that and

19

pay it because they have got the business.

20

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I'm worried about the innocent

22

person that may live next door who may be getting

23

taxed high because, you know, highest and best use,

24

right?

25

that is a business generating income, I don't know

This is how we would tax people.
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1

what the impacts are.

2

don't think any of us are able to testify here today

3

to.

4

like to know.

5

And that's something that I

But if they do have some information,

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

We'll look into it, Councilmember Nishiki,

6

because that's a pertinent question.

7

Councilmember Johnson.

8
9

I would

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I think, because I'm familiar with

the area, too, there are so many people currently

10

that can't find just even regular housing,

that it's

11

not organizations who are not -- you know,

let's say

12

not companies that she is running, and I'm assuming

13

she's incorporated, but if not, even as a

14

residential owner of this kind of bed-and-breakfast,

15

I really think that most of the people I'm concerned

16

about are the ones that are cramming six and seven

17

people into their small,

18

cul-de-sacs because they want the income for

19

whatever reason.

20

getting that much income from it because there's

21

other people that simply cannot find places to rent

22

in West Maui.

23

concerned about I think in our area, not the ones

24

that are coming through the process that are more

25

legitimate.

little homes and

And many of them are really not

So those are the ones I am really

But I think that there's a huge
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1

underground economy that's -- a lot of these people,

2

they're not paying GET tax, I can guarantee you.

3

They just -- you know, it is a need and they're

4

filling it and some of them, you know, they might be

5

taking advantage.
Because I know one lady, she pays about $350

6
7

just for a little tiny room in somebody's house.

8

And this is going on allover our County, not just

9

in West Maui.

So there's a lot of things that I

10

really think are going to create problems, but this

11

in terms of trying to be legitimate and I saw the

12

letters of support in the area,

13

really good.

14

I think that that's

And one of the other things that I see is

15

when the letters are sent out and asking for public

16

comment, most of these people that are really

17

concerned about their community, they absolutely

18

have contacted everybody in their neighborhood

19

anyway.

20

in the file because they know the people that have

21

supported them and they ask them for the letters.

22

So they already know the answers.

23

other that are maybe in peripheral areas or the

24

people that just don't care because they're doing

25

something far worse, which is cramming their

So when those letters come, mostly they're
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1

bedrooms, you know, full of people, I think those

2

people you're not going to hear from anyway.

3

So, again, I really don't have any concern

4

because I'm familiar with the area and the people

5

who really matter, which are the next-door

6

neighbors, are the ones that support it.

7

supporting it, Mr. Chair.

8

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Thank you.

Councilmember Nishiki.

9

10

So I'll be

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I don't need to defend myself.

11

just need for people to understand that what I am

12

looking for is information in regards to how these

13

properties are being taxed.

14

against.

15

this issue.

16

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I

It is not for or

And I think, as I said, we need to look at
Thank you.

Thank you.

And you don't have to defend

17

yourself.

We heard what you said and we're going to

18

cover that.

19

Councilmember Johnson is talking about.

20

other aspects of the rental issue that we do need to

21

discuss as a Council.

22

segment of it, and if we're looking with short-term

23

rentals, we have a major problem with long-term

24

rentals as well that we should be discussing at some

25

point.

And I don't believe that's what
There are

Bed-and-breakfast was one
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Because the situation that Councilwoman

1

2

Johnson is pointing out where people are renting

3

long term and they're getting crammed into

4

cubbyholes at exorbitant prices in a lot of the

5

communities is something that we need to consider.

6

There is a shortage of affordable rentals in a lot

7

of areas, and because of that, especially in the

8

Lahaina area, for years now it's been a very

9

critical problem.

10

And, again, that's something we

need to look at.
What Councilmember Nishiki was asking for,

11

12

we'll try to find out, because that's pertinent as

13

well.

14

this point.

15

But I don't believe these two will overlap at

Any other discussion?

If not, the Chair

16

would recommend passing the bed-and-breakfast permit

17

to operate the House of Fountains B&B.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So moved.

19

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Second.

20

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

It's been moved by Councilwoman

21

Johnson, seconded by Councilmember Carroll.

22

Discussion?

23
24
25

Councilmember Nishiki.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

What was the concern raised by

Department of Health and has it been resolved?
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

The cesspool issue was.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

2

MS. SUYAMA:

Yeah.

The cesspool in other terms that they said

3

there were too many bedrooms per the cesspool, but

4

as they went through the process of resolving with

5

the Department of Health, there were building

6

permits that were issued for the house originally

7

that met Department of Health standards at that

8

time.

9

before this was a bed-and-breakfast were in

So the bedrooms that were built that was

10

conformance with Department of Health rules, so they

11

left it as is saying that it is an existing

12

nonconforming structure.

13

five bedrooms to a cesspool and in this case there

14

are eight bedrooms.

15

16
17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Normally you can have only

So the Department of Health is

saying that
MS. SUYAMA:

It's okay at this point.

They resolved it.

18

That was what was holding up the Planning

19

Commission's decision on the bed-and-breakfast.

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

21

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

24
25

Okay.

Okay.
Any further discussion?
One-year term,

'eh, Chairman?

One-year term.

All those in favor say aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
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1

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

2

VOTE: AYES:

3

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :
MOTION CARRIED.

4

5
6

7

Opposed?

Motion carried.

Councilmember Carroll, Hokama, Johnson,
Molina, Nishiki, and Chair Arakawa.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Kane, Kawano and Tavares.
ADOPTION of resolution.

ACTION:
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Thank you very much.

8

Land Use Item No. 12.

9

12

10
11

We'll now move on to

Thank you, Colleen.

REQUEST FROM CURTIS DEWEESE, SUNSTONE REALTY
PARTNERS, LLC, FOR A COMMUNITY PLAN
AMENDMENT (C.C. No. 01-165)

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Land Use Item No. 12 is a request from

12

Curtis Deweese of Sunstone Realty Partners, LLC for

13

a Community Plan Amendment.

14

representative for the applicant.

15

making a presentation.

16

MS. HIRAGA:

We have the
They will be

Gwen.

Good afternoon, Chairman Arakawa and members

17

of the Land Use Committee.

18

representing the applicant, Sunstone Realty

19

Partners, for a Community Plan Amendment.

20

information, Mr. Curtis Deweese is also with me this

21

afternoon and he is the applicant.

22

My name is Gwen Hiraga

For your

I mentioned the application is for a

23

Community Plan Amendment from Park Golf Course to

24

Multi-family to develop a five-lot single-family

25

subdivision and related improvements.
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1

is Curtis D. Deweese on behalf of Sunstone Realty

2

Partners.

3

Hawaii.

4

State Urban District.

5

designates this particular parcel as Park Golf

6

Course.

Existing zoning is A-2 Apartment.

7

finally,

it is within the Special Management Area.

8

The location is at Kaanapali, Maui,
In terms of use land uses, it is in the
The West Maui Community Plan

And,

In terms of the Maui Planning Commission's

9

review, the Planning Commission had a public hearing

10

on November 14th, 2000, and deferred decision on the

11

application.

12

that we would be able to meet with the community.

13

On January 11th we did have a meeting with the

14

neighboring residents.

15

individuals appeared at this meeting.

16

through a presentation, responded to questions.

17

at that meeting the residents requested that the

18

Planning Commission schedule a site visit.

19

The purpose of the deferral was so

I would say about 60
We went
And

Following that, the Commission did agree to

20

schedule a site visit and they did have their own

21

site visit on March 1st, 2000.

22

site visit the Commission continued its review of

23

this application and at its meeting of March 13th

24

recommended approval for the community plan

25

designation.

Subsequent to the
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Okay.

1

The next few slides are just photos

2

and we can just kind of quickly go through it to

3

"Project Description."

4

in front of the Chair's desk.
Okay.

5

I also have an aerial photo

Project Description:

The proposed

6

subdivision, five-lot subdivision is located in the

7

planned resort community of Kaanapali at 2495 Kekaa

8

Drive.

9

approximately 1.602 acres, is vacant and landscaped

The subject property consists of

10

with grass.

11

of five single-family residential lots ranging in

12

size from approximately 13,200 to 15,520 square

13

feet.

14

Drive.

15

The proposed subdivision will consist

Access to the lots will be provided via Kekaa

On-site subdivision improvements will include

16

construction of driveway aprons, installation of

17

water and sewer laterals.

18

include the connection of these laterals to existing

19

utilities in the vicinity of the project site.

20

estimated cost of the subdivision improvements is

21

$113,000.

22

Land Use History:

The off-site work would

The

The underlying zoning for

23

the project site is A-2 Apartment.

And this zoning

24

has been in place since 1961 when the land zoning

25

map for the Kaanapali area was adopted.
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1

wanted to note at this time that, you know, the A-I

2

Apartment -- the A-2 Apartment District did permit

3

golf course uses at that time, so the entire

4

Kaanapali area was zoned as A-2 Apartment.

5

In 1966 the golf course land makai of the

6

highway were subdivided into lots 37 to 243 to

7

separate the golf course properties from the nongolf

8

course properties as follows:

9

considered to be the golf course property.

Lot 41 and 39 was
Lot 39

10

was later subdivided to create what is now the

11

existing Kaanapali Royal Condominium multi-family

12

structure.

13

business/commercial use.

14

driving range site.

15

Lot 43 is the project site for the proposed five-lot

16

subdivision.

17

where golf course properties were separated from

18

nongolf course properties.

19

Lot 37 and lot 38 is currently in
Lot 40 is a clubhouse and

Lot 42 is the Maui Eldorado and

And, again, this occurred in 1966

The 1968 General Plan for the Lahaina

20

District and the 1971 Engineering Master Plan

21

Conceptual Plan for the Kaanapali Resort they had

22

designated the parcel as well as other parcels such

23

as the Kaanapali Royal parcel for "open" and "golf

24

course" use respectively.

25

Apartment District zoning remained and continues to

The underlying A-2
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1

remain today.

2

In 1990 the project site was sold by Amfac

3

Property Investment Corp. to an entity called CRL

4

Kaanapali Royal Park, Inc.

5

property -- together with the sale of the property

6

the parcel was subjected to recorded design

7

guidelines, standards, and criteria which

8

anticipated and required residential development of

9

the project site.

10

And the sale of this

The project site has been and remains under

11

ownership and control separate and distinct from the

12

golf course lands.

13

project site, although zoned A-2 Apartment, can only

14

be used for single-family residential uses.

15

Okay.

And the development of the

The project site is not located within

16

the active golf course area and has been designated

17

for nongolf course use since 1966 -- since the 1966

18

subdivision which created the golf course --

19

separated the golf course from other uses.

20

As noted in the Department of Planning's

21

report, the project would conform to the West Maui

22

Community Plan by providing a residential

23

development which would maintain a level of design

24

qualities for the Kaanapali Resort Destination area.

25

As further noted in the Department's report, the
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1

application pending before you is to amend the West

2

Maui Community Plan, which is consistent with the

3

A-2 Apartment District zoning of the property.

4

Single-family uses are permitted in this A-2

5

Apartment District.

6

As I mentioned previously, the project site

7

cannot developed for multi-family and can only be

8

developed for single-family use because of these

9

restrictions.

Development of the property is

10

governed by a Parcel Purchases Handbook Design

11

Guidelines, Standards, and Criteria.

12

citations from the handbook is that there is a

13

limitation on the development for this parcel for a

14

maximum of five principal dwelling structures.

15

Other provisions in the handbook include design

16

review, lot standards, and site planning such as

17

grading and drainage requirements, building siting

18

and setbacks, privacy enclosures, et cetera.

19

Such a few

Building standards and criteria for the

20

dwellings such as the size of the dwellings are also

21

included.

22

materials, et cetera.

23

are landscaping criteria as well such as a 15-foot

24

landscape buffer along the west and north

25

boundaries, planting of flowering or evergreen

The roof materials, pitches, the building
In addition to that, there
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1

shrubs and grass cover on 85 percent of the

2

property, planting of grass on 15 percent of the

3

property to sort of blend in with the golf fairway.

4

There is a minimum height restriction for shrubs and

5

ground covering, plant materials, and landscape

6

maintenance as well.

7

Okay.

The last slide.

8

out really clearly.

Oh, that doesn't come

This last slide is similar to what is in

9

10

front of the Chair and it gives an overall location

11

of the project site, which real quickly (inaudible).

12

This slide also shows the surrounding properties,

13

other hotel properties, as well as the Royal --

14

Kaanapali Royal Condominium Project and the Maui

15

Eldorado.

16
17

At this time we're (inaudible)
Department.

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

19

MR. YOSHIDA:

20

Planning

Okay.

Department, comments?

I know my staff planner is around somewhere.

He's on child-care duties today.

21

But we would note that the -- there was an

22

Environmental Assessment filed for this project and

23

there was a finding of no significant impact on that

24

as an Environmental Assessment determination back in

25

2000.

And that the Planning Commission did
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1

recommend approval of the Community Plan Amendment

2

requests.
Here's my Staff Planner and his daughter.

3

4

MR. SUZUKI:

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

6
7

What was the question?
There is none.

We were just going to

Department comments.
MR. SUZUKI:

I was listening to Gwen's presentation on

8

your TV, Mr. Chair, and pretty much her PowerPoint

9

reflects what's already in the staff report in terms

10

of the history.

11

accurate information.

12
13

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

So we would agree with that as

Thank you very much.

You're all familiar with this location on the

14

golf course?

15

or the Department?

16

Okay.

Any questions for the applicant

We have had a request by Councilmember Kane

17

to defer the item until he can take a look at the

18

EA, and we would be willing to honor that request

19

and reschedule this at a little bit later date.

20

I would like to comment that there were some

21

complaints from residents that have their

22

condominiums and -- on the golf course around this

23

project, and that the Planning Commission did go out

24

and take a look at it.

25

and take a look at the area.

I have taken the time to go
We looked at the area
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1

when we worked at Kaanapali Golf Tournaments times.

2

It is right now on that roadway Kekaa Drive.

3

It almost looks like part of the golf course,

4

but it has had the underlying zoning since the early

5

'60s and the master plan for the community I believe

6

was for this to be developed into a house lot area.

7

During the community plan -- Wayne, you can help me

8

with this -- I don't believe we ever discussed this

9

area at all, so we -- it never occurred to us when

10

we were doing the community plan that this was

11

something that already had zoning and we just went

12

right over it.
Any other questions in this area?

13
14
15

Riki

Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Not a question, Chairman,

just

16

that, you know, part of the -- my understanding of

17

why it's Apartment was that golf course was a

18

permitted use under that -- under the old --

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Correct.

20

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

system prior to the current

21

system.

22

you know,

23

times than not, you know, and I'm going to admit,

24

you know, my ball has strayed from various different

25

places of the course into that -- into the proposed

And so while the category may be Apartment,
I'm a golfer, I've golfed that course more
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1

area.
You know,

2

I understand what Mr. Deweese is

3

asking as a property owner and I can appreciate

4

that, and yet as someone that has utilized the

5

facility,

6

putting houses where I know stray golf balls will be

7

attracted to those dwellings.

8

magnet,

9

attract one another.

10

you know,

I have problems of supporting

You know,

it's like a

somehow houses and golf balls just seem to

You know,

I don't know what is a solution for

11

Mr. Deweese, all I know is that unless there's a

12

change of the zoning or the community plan, nothing

13

is going to happen because it's still within the SMA

14

and the Planning Commission will not be able to give

15

any kind of approval until we have conformance with

16

zoning and community plan.

17

the right answer.

18

have great difficulty ln supporting this proposal

19

knowing eventually if we do approve it, someone is

20

going to take us to court because they're going to

21

say you knew of the potential hazard of golf, and

22

yet you still allowed dwellings to be put in this

23

golf course.

24

course" because it has always been played as part of

25

the course.

And I don't know what is

All I know is that at this time I

And I use the word "in this golf

Whether it was zoned or not, it has
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always been played that way.

1

I can tell you, you know,

Okay.

2

from No. 2

3

tee, No. 16 tee,

4

there.

5

reach that area.

6

appropriate option for this property owner, but I

7

just wanted to share my comments, Chair, in that at

8

this point I am not supporting this request.

9

you know, the balls can stray

You over hit from the No. 15 area,

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

you can

And I don't know what is an

I'm kind of curious about it

10

myself.

Can we have a couple seconds?

11

point out

12

tee boxes are for this particular area because I'm

13

kind of curious how it lies as far as the golf

14

course as far as susceptibility to getting hit.

15

you just point it out on the map where that -- the

16

golf tees are?

17

finger is?
?:

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Can

So the tee is right where your

Over there.

And about how far away from

the tee box is your boundary?

21
22

Gwen, can you guys point out where the

(Inaudible) .

18

20

Could you

I can hit anything, too, Riki.
MR. DEWEESE:

From the tee I think the boundary at its

23

closest point you're talking 80 feet and then it

24

flares out so that it's further distance as you get

25

beyond (inaudible).
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1

MR. SUZUKI:

Mr. Chair.

2

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

3

MR. SUZUKI:

Mr. Chair.

Yes.

As far as the tee box adjacent to the parcel,

4

if the Council Members may want to refer to Exhibit

5

5A of the staff report, it's kind of a blowup of the

6

vicinity of where the tee box and the greens -- the

7

fairway and the greens are located in relationship

8

to the parcel.

9

Department's report dated November 14, 2000.

10

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

12

Again, Exhibit 5A of the Planning

Okay.
Okay.

Mr. Chairman, this is

regarding hole No.2.

13

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Hole No.2.

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I think what you may want to --

15

need to look at is tee No. 16, which is across Kekaa

16

Drive.

17

resort golfers are not good golfers.

18

whatever reason, they like to always go to the back

19

tee because it may be their once in a lifetime to

20

golf on a "formal World Cup golf course."

21

tell you it gives greater chances for the ball to go

22

lateral than forward.

And I just bring up this point, a lot of

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

And for

I can

Okay.
And the majority of golfers are not

good golfers, I can tell you that.
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1

2

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Most of them are better than me and I can

hit almost anything.

3

MR. SUZUKI:

4

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

5

MR. SUZUKI:

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

7

Chairman.

Mr. Chair, can we respond to that?
Go ahead.

In response to Councilmember Hokama's --

8

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

10

(Inaudible. )

I'm not asking for a response,

Okay.
It was not a question.

It was just

a comment.

11

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Councilmember Johnson, you had
Yes.

I know that many of the

13

people who would have ordinarily been here today

14

they have their annual meeting, many of the people

15

who live in the area who originally wrote the

16

letters that are in the file,

17

attend.

18

few owners that were not convinced that anything

19

they said or did would be able to change the course

20

of events.

21

that there was a recommendation to approve this from

22

the beginning.

so they were unable to

I did visit with them.

And there were a

I think they were a little frustrated

23

And so I don't know that they have a whole

24

lot of faith and confidence in us doing what they

25

want them to do or what they have requested us to
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1

do, which is not honor this particular request.

2

That was one of the concerns expressed to me.

3

the person just simply said, well, I don't know, is

4

it going to make any difference if I come or not?

5

And that's real hard for me to accept because I urge

6

them to come anyway.

7

would have been here to testify regardless are at

8

the annual meeting which is off island.

That

But the majority of people who

The other issue that was raised which I also

9
10

discussed with Gwen Hiraga is about the issue of

11

safety.

12

some type of netting material around all of these

13

homes so that the golf balls wouldn't be conflicting

14

with windows or people or anything else.

15

was a huge concern for many of the people that were

16

not here to testify today.

17

about looking at ugly, tall poles, with big nets.

18

That was something that they felt would be essential

19

to secure the safety of any individuals that were

20

living in these homes.

21

And that was that

to basically place

And that

So they were concerned

I think that for so many years the people

22

have always believed that it was going to be a golf

23

course, that it was always going to remain in open

24

space.

25

that they do have the A-2 zoning, as was pointed

Even though, you know, it's been alluded to
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1

out, that was a permitted use of having a golf

2

course in that zoning.
So what I would urge the individuals who are

3

4

not here today is to meet and come to some kind of

5

agreement with the individual who owns the property

6

and secure that in some way so that he can be

7

compensated and it can be kept as open space.

8

Because I think that if you have something that is

9

extremely unpopular, you can't go forward with it.

10

It really makes the property worthless.

And that's

11

really hard for anybody to really accept when they

12

do have plans for it.
So I personally think that I am not going to

13
14

be an advocate for this project, but I will be

15

urging the individuals who did oppose the project to

16

come forward and try and work something out that's

17

agreeable so at least it can be preserved as open

18

space.

19

Assessment in order to make a determination because

20

I think it's very clear that the people do not want

21

this in their particular area.

22

I haven't heard anybody that's been supportive of

23

it.

But I don't need to see the Environmental

They object to it.

24

And I think that for me, it's a question of

25

honoring the commitment to the people that live in
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1

that area in Lahaina.

2

and I'm going to do what they have asked me to do,

3

which is not support the project.

4

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

And I'm their representative

Thank you.

Councilwoman Johnson, would you be in

5

favor of having a site inspection in view of those

6

people that you're talking about?

7

should have every ability to be able to speak to

8

this Committee.

9

out there, hold a community meeting so that all

Because they

And I would be willing to take this

10

these people that you're talking about can be

11

present.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I have no objection to that at

13

all.

14

heard, you know, especially the people that could

15

not make and did want to make the meeting today.

16
17
18

And I think they -- they would like to be

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Why were they off island, if I may

ask?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Apparently they have their annual

19

meeting in a location that's not here.

20

was mentioned Las Vegas.

21

the concept of travel.

22

live part time off island, so I gather that was

23

where they were having this meeting.

24
25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I think it

I guess they're supporting
A number of the people do

But most of the people that you're talking

about do live here?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

A lot of the people do live here.

2

I know Mr. Vigilon and some of the others, they just

3

simply said it wasn't enough time for them to be

4

able to schedule it.

5

And a number of people I think just felt a little

6

frustrated,

7

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

There were other conflicts.

so that's why they weren't here.

Okay.

Because there has been a request by

8

Councilmember Kane to defer anyway, so we talked

9

about this earlier on.

And I would be perfectly

10

willing to schedule a meeting out there.

11

could get to -- if you talk to these people and try

12

and get a time that would be workable, then perhaps

13

we can schedule a meeting when most of them are

14

here.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

with doing that.

17

they're going to tell you what they have written in

18

their letters before, that they don't support it.

19

But if you would like to hear from them, I have no

20

objection.

21
22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Yeah.

If you

I don't have any problem

I'm pretty much convinced that

Well, I would rather hear from them than

hear it secondhand,

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

24

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I think the Council is

No.

I understand that.

We shouldn't respond to that.
No.

I'll check with Mr. Grabble
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1

on that.

2

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

Councilmember Kane.

Thank you, Mr. Chair, and I want to

4

thank you for acknowledging my request for the EA.

5

I know some of us may feel that it's not important

6

to them to render a decision based on that

7

information, but for me I think it's important for

8

me as a member who also represents the Lahaina

9

district as an at large member,

I think it's

10

important that we get all the facts in front of us

11

prior to making a decision.

12

of the comments that were brought up earlier by some

13

of the previous speakers.

And I appreciate some

14

I will reserve my comments, Mr. Chair,

15

regarding the specifics of this project, although I

16

acknowledge what was said earlier by my colleagues.

17

But I ask that we can get the EA and I would be more

18

than happy to participate in whatever you feel is

19

appropriate for this particular item if you do, in

20

fact, go ahead and defer.

21

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Thank you.

We will get you a copy of the EA and we

22

will defer.

What I would like to do before we

23

defer, any other questions or any other areas of

24

concern, I would like any of the members to express

25

those now so that the applicant can have time to
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1

research or our Department can have time to research

2

to make sure that information is available.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair.

Councilmember Kane.
And more of a question,

I guess,

6

maybe to Ms. Hiraga, in the presentation that you

7

made to us just now there was a portion -- And let

8

me just turn back to it.

9

the book and I had it in front of me.

10

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Sorry, Mr. Chair,

I closed

That's all right.
But it had to do with the minor SMA

12

and the justification of how it came to -- under

13

$125,000 -- under $125,000.

14

representation was $113,000.

15

somebody's testimony at the Maui Planning Commission

16

of 11/14 I believe that a testifier came up and

17

asked about that or made some comments to that.

18

yet when I looked through later on in the discussion

19

of the Planning Commission, there was -- as far as I

20

saw, didn't see any discussion to acknowledge that

21

question.

22

it seems like the subdivision improvements that you

23

list $113,000 doesn't take into account any type of

24

build-out regarding the -- an actual house on the

25

property.

I think the
And I think in

And

And the reason I bring this up is because

I mean, can you just clarify why that
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1
2

wouldn't be included as far as a build-out analysis?
MS. HIRAGA:

Yes, Councilmember Kane.

The subdivision

3

estimate that we noted here came from our engineer,

4

and it does not include the homes.

5

requirement is only for the subdivision and not for

6

the homes that will be constructed.

7

filed this application last year, you know, that was

8

the intent that we would just go in for subdivision

9

improvements as a separate SMA permit application.

10

We have not done that yet, and they will not do it

11

unless the approval is granted.

12

the single-family homes that are to be constructed,

13

we would have to submit SMA assessment to the

14

Planning Department and they would make a

15

determination.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CC&Rs?

18

MS. HIRAGA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

MS. HIRAGA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

The SMA

And when we

Now, in terms of

Does this subdivision have

The land has, yes.
The land.

The entire parcel has.
So there wouldn't be some sort of

22

requirement to include the total project and not

23

just the work that you folks are including in this,

24

including laterals and paths and aprons and whatnot?

25

MS. HIRAGA:

No.

This would be just for the initial site
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1

work, yeah, the subdivision, and then the individual

2

homes, like I said, would be a separate SMA

3

assessment.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And so you anticipate that at some

5

point that because the houses are going to be

6

quality, I mean, high-end homes, that it would

7

probably go into a major SMA?

8
9

MS. HIRAGA:

The Department -- I had a discussion with the

Department last week on this because of the new

10

State law that was enacted, was signed by the

11

Governor in May, and my question was whether or not

12

the single-family homes proposed for these

13

subdivisions would be exempt from SMA.

14

the Department should respond to that, but I asked

15

that same question.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

18
19

Okay.

And maybe

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Do you want the Department to respond to

that?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

If they're able to at this point, or

20

even -- Mr. Chair,

21

defer this item.

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I don't know if you are going to

Yes, I am.
Okay.

So in that case, maybe they

24

can just provide it in writing for us at the next

25

meeting.
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2

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Clayton, did you get that request, to see

whether this property --

3

MR. YOSHIDA:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

4

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Counci1member Johnson.
In light of the new Fire Code

8

requirements for the subdivision, you know, that

9

would be the things that we were just passing out,

10

you know,

11

second and final reading where we're requiring

12

certain flows and certain infrastructure to be in

13

place, would this impact that $113,060 because of

14

those new, more strict requirements?

15

a question that they can answer and have the

16

available answer next time.

17
18
19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I believe it's on the Council for I think

Okay.

And it's just

David, Gwen, did you get that

question?
Any further questions?

I do know that I had

20

a question and I asked them about and they were

21

willing to do this.

22

I would recommend single family rather than

23

apartment.

24

single family are allowed in the Apartment Zone so

25

that would make it compliant.

If we were to do this project,

And, Clayton, if you could clarify

And that would be
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1
2
3

4

just so that we can be reassured that -MR. YOSHIDA:

Yes.

That's correct.

Single-family

residences are permitted in the Apartment Zone.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

And that would be to assure that it

5

would not go into an apartment complex, but rather

6

would remain as single family.

7

request anyway.
The -- Jo Anne, if you'd get back to me, we

8
9

So that is the

would try -- and with no objection; what we would

10

try and do is defer this item and schedule a meeting

11

in Lahaina so that we can get the residents in that

12

area to be able to participate in discussion with

13

the Council.

14
15

Any objections to that?

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
ACTION:

None.

DEFER pending a site inspection and a
meeting in Lahaina.

16
17

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

If not, if no further questions,

18

then we have concluded the business of the Committee

19

today.
We do have a meeting coming up Thursday at 9

20

21

o'clock, by way of announcement.

And just for

22

clarification, one of the items that I have

23

listed

24

having to do with the Makena project as well as the

25

Haliimaile project.

two of the items that we have listed is

All this is is so that we can
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1

discuss the water and traffic concerns that were

2

brought up for those items and we can present those.

3

I needed a vehicle by which to discuss those items,

4

and that's the vehicle we chose.
Okay.

5
6

7

adjourned.

ADJOURNED:

Thank you very much.

Meeting

(Gavel. )

3: 05 p. m.

8

9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20

21
22

23
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25
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